
Our Good News                 February 8th 2021 

In this issue: 

• What have you all been 

up to? 

• Rhyming Riddles 

•Joke corner 

•Who’s the Teacher’s 

Pet? 

• Kerman Mellows (Mr De Condúin) finally 
completed building this lego Lamborghini 
car with the help of his father. It contains 
over 3,500 pieces. It 
took them 5 weeks to 
complete it.  Wow!  
Well done Kerman 
and Dad. 

• To update on ‘Skerries 
Heroes FC’ following last week’s update 
Liam (Ms. Grimes) has a sponsor - 
MowPlus+! So planning is in full swing!  

 

• Liam, Maeve and Cara from Ms. Grimes 
class interviewed Lyndsey Davey for 
Skerries Harps, the full interview can be 
seen on the Harps Facebook page.  

 

• Leah (Ms. Holohan) got 
her hair cut quite short in 
the Mammy Salon!  She 
loves her new style.   

 

• Sophie Dillon and her 
Mom found a new song to 
exercise to.  Makes them laugh and 
smile.  It is:  Move Up & Down - radio 
edit.  Song by MADEMOISELLE LUNA 
and Miss Autumn Leaves.  Thanks for 
the recommendation Ladies! 

 

• Hazel (Mr DeCondúin) and Adam (Ms. 
Meehan) found a starfish 
on the beach. They put it 
in some water to see if it 
was still alive and saw 
that it was moving. So 
they popped it back into 
the sea. They also 
watched a baby seal 

having fun in the big waves very close to 
the shore on the south stand. 

 

• Betsy has learned to go 
on rollerblades. Here is a 
picture of her and her 
sister Poppy on their 
skates. 

 

• Max Turnbull (Ms. Wilde) 
had a very exciting visit 
last week! He lost his 1st 
tooth and had a visit from 
the Tooth Fairy! 

 

• Odhran (Ms. Meehan's class) had a 
sleepover in the games room with his 
brother Oisín.  

 

• Odhran (Ms. Grimes) is 
missing his Friends in 
school, but is kept 
company by his new 
home tutor Bruno the 
Bernese Mountain Dog 
(his nannie’s dog) 

 

• David Russell (Ms. Ryan) and his little 
sister Sophie have been very busy 
bakers. They made lots of 
yummy cupcakes! They did 
lots of taste tests and 
decided that yes, in fact 
they were all delicious!! 
They might even need to 
make some more very 
soon!! 

How Can I submit my own news? 

If you would like your own news, joke or 

random fact, to appear in one of our 

newsletters, ask your grown up to send 

an email to Mrs.Dungan at:                          

stpsgoodnews@gmail.com 
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WHAT HAS EVERYONE BEEN UP TO? 

How excited was the gardener about spring? So excited he wet his plants! 
 
Does February like March? No, but April May! 

“Be the reason someone smiles today”  
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Thank Goodness it is Springtime!  The daffodils and snowdrops are 

beginning to poke through the soil. There are buds on the trees and 

shrubs that will soon blossom into flowers and leaves.  Has anyone 

else noticed the grand aul stretch in the evenings too? Keep your 

eyes open when you are out walking and see what signs of Spring 

you can spot! 

Did you Know? 
 

About 2,000 thunder-
storms rain down on Earth 
every minute.  

Rhyming Riddles 
Weather 

 

It falls from the sky and 
rhymes with pain. 

It’s white and fluffy and 
rhymes with loud. 

It’s loud and windy and 
rhymes with form. 

It keeps us warm and 
rhymes with bun. 

It’s white and cold and 
rhymes with flow. 

It can hurt if it hits you 
and rhymes with nail. 

The weather of winter 
that rhymes with old. 

The weather of summer 
that rhymes with bunny. 

Rain, cloud, storm, sun, 

snow, hail, cold, sunny 



Who’s the Teacher’s Pet? 
Here are some photos of pets owned by our teachers and SNAs.  

Can you guess who the pets belong to?  (answers below) 

Carrots: Lynda, Charlie:Ciara, King: Ms.N.Kelly, Maisy: Carol, Izzy: Ms.Grimes, Lucky&Ginger: Ms.A.Kelly, Bobby: Tracey, 

Pippin: Ms.Connolly, Lily: Ms.Todd, Ronnie: Mrs. Dungan, Guinness or ‘G’: Ms. Keane, Theo: Michael & Rosemary. 
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